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RJ has underlined its status as the pre-eminent creator of unique
watch collaborations by joining forces once more with one of the
world’s biggest entertainment companies, Warner Bros. Consumer
Products, on behalf of DC Entertainment.
For its latest creations, RJ is channelling its dark side with the
launch of two DC Comics Villains watches that are inspired by two
of Batman’s biggest enemies: Two-Face and The Joker.
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The new RJ ARRAW Two-Face watch is a remarkable interpretation
of the complex and conflicted villain who, as Gotham City’s
district attorney, used to be one of Batman’s biggest allies. How
did the most clean-cut lawyer in Gotham City become one of
Batman’s most dangerous enemies? The answer lies in a classic
struggle between good versus evil as District Attorney Harvey Dent
seeks to bring down mobsters Sal Maroni and Carmine Falcone.
During their trial Maroni attacks Dent with sulphuric acid, horribly
disfiguring the attorney and eventually driving him insane from his
injuries. With his face split in two like his personality, Dent becomes
obsessed with the concepts of duality, chance and good versus
evil. In that moment Two-Face is born.
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Using watchmaking techniques that are exclusive to RJ, the ARRAW Two-Face watch uses a skeleton
movement and distressed design cues to evoke the twisted physical and mental state of the crazed
criminal. The left-hand side of the watch is intentionally clean and structured, while on the right side,
the three-layer skeleton movement is exposed to show the inner workings of the watch, as if acid
itself had burnt away the outer casing and dial.
“Two-Face is such a complex character that only a watch with an equally split personality can truly
do justice to his malice and tricks,” says RJ CEO and Creative Director Marco Tedeschi. “To recreate
his scarred face and exposed features has been a fantastic challenge and has forced us to push the
envelope of what is possible when the worlds of horology and comic culture collide.”
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The ARRAW Two-Face watch uses a half-exposed manual
skeleton movement with 48-hour reserve. Designed by RJ, the
movement features chamfered edges and straight angles and sits
within a circular satin-brushed 45mm titanium ARRAW case. By
using an ARRAW case, the Two-Face watch sports the four iconic
rubber RJ BumpersTM, beautiful lugs and arrow-shaped hands that
are core to all ARRAW-based watches.
The ARRAW Two-Face watch is immediately distinguishable,
however, thanks to its distressed outer bezel, in which the
laser-engraved titanium bezel and calf leather strap have been
intentionally structured along the right-hand side to echo the
symmetrical disfiguring of Two-Face himself.
The dial itself, which sits beneath anti-reflective sapphire glass,
reflects Two-Face’s personalities. The clean, structured left side
carries a laser-engraved coin, which Two-Face famously spins to
make life and death decisions and which, on the watch, serves as
a turning second hand.
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Like the watch itself, the calf leather strap is designed to
have a clean and distressed side. Using a process unique
to RJ, the right edge of the strap is given both a visual
and tactile nature. The strap can be changed by pushing
the release buttons in the form of original Batman logos
on the case lugs.
The reverse of the titanium case features further laserengraved distressing and each watch in the edition is
individually numbered as a ‘One of 100 Limited Edition’.
As part of the collectors’ edition, each watch will be
presented with an exclusive Two-Face coin, specialy
struck to commemorate the creation of the watch.
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TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION

CASE

MOVEMENT

TYPE
ARRAW « Collaboration ».

CALIBER
RJ004-M Mechanical manual winding skeleton movement.

DIAMETER
45 mm

FUNCTIONS
Central hours and minutes, small seconds
at 9 o’clock.

CASE
Grade 5 titanium, circular satin-brushed and structured.
BEZEL
Grade 5 titanium, circular satin-brushed and
structured.
LUGS
Grade 5 titanium, vertical satin-brushed and
structured then polished on the side. Inserts in black
composite. Batman logo engraved on the side screw.
RJ BUMPERSTM
Black rubber.
GLASS
Domed anti-reflective sapphire crystal.
CASE BACK
Open with sapphire crystal and grade 5 titanium
circular satin-brushed and structured.
CROWN
Screw-lock in grade 5 titanium with black rubber
insert.
WATER RESISTANCE
100 meters or 330 feet.

FREQUENCY RATE
28’800 alt/h (4 Hz).
JEWELS
21 jewels.
POWER RESERVE
48 hours approximately.

DIAL AND HANDS
COLOR
Black gradient paint and skeleton in NAC, anthracite or black chrome.
APPLIQUÉS
Rhodium-plated and satin-brushed indexes with “blue emission”
SuperLuminova.
HANDS
Rhodium-plated and satin-brushed indexes with “blue emission”
SuperLuminova. Small seconds as Two-Face coin.

STRAP & CLASP
TYPE
Interchangeable “ARRAW” strap.
MATERIAL
Plain and structured calf with rubber, grey and black stitches.
CLASP
Titanium deployant buckle clasp, polished and satin-brushed, side plates
in black composite and joint in black rubber. Additional strap provided
in black rubber.
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ABOUT RJ
RJ designs, produces and assembles high-end Swiss watches.
Our iconic core collection, RJ ARRAW, is distinguishable by its
highly recognisable RJ Bumpers™.
RJ Collaboration watches are shaped by the most famous comic
superheroes like Batman and Spider-Man, or the most iconic
video games like Super Mario, Space Invaders or Pac-Man.
Inspiration for our RJ DNA concept watches comes from the
deepest oceans to the depths of space, bringing materials that
have made history to your wrist, be it the steel from the Titanic or
genuine moon dust.
RJ WATCHES SA
Grand-Rue 29-31
1204 Geneva - Switzerland
+41 22 319 29 39
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